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Audience - Business ObjectAudience - Business Object

This is the table of all of the fields within the database.

Tools - Business ObjectsTools - Business Objects

1. Click here to add a new Business Object to the database.
2. Click here to use the filter search option.
3. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
4. Clicking a letter will show you all Business Objects that start with that letter.
5. This is the Business Objects Attribute Name.
6. This is the Database Attribute Name.
7. This is the Display Name.
8. This is the Database Table that the filed is located on.
9. Does this contain repeating values.

10. This it the fields data type.
11. Click here to delete the field, this will delete any contact data held within the field so

think carefully before hitting delete.
12. This is your Business Objects pages navigation.
13. You can select the number of items to show per page.
14. This shows how many items are in the folder that you are currently in and over how

many pages.
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Audience - Suppress DomainAudience - Suppress Domain

Domain suppression allows you to add domains, or specific email addresses, that will be
permanently suppressed on all campaigns regardless of anything that would otherwise
include the contact.

Tools - Suppress DomainTools - Suppress Domain

1. Click here to add a new Domain.
2. Click here to use the filter search option.
3. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
4. Clicking a letter will show you all Domains that start with that letter.
5. This is the domain or email address that is being suppressed.
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Audience - Test GroupAudience - Test Group

Test groups allow you to create a small group of contacts that can be used when sending a
test email from the campaign screen.

Tools - Test GroupTools - Test Group

1. Click here to add a new Test Group.
2. Click here to use the filter search option.
3. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
4. Clicking a letter will show you all Test Groups that start with that letter.
5. This is the name of the Test Group.
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ContactsContacts
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Audience - Contacts TabAudience - Contacts Tab

Here you will find all your contacts that are in the products database.

Audience - ContactsAudience - Contacts

1. Export to Excel the items in the table below, if you don't search, then this will export
all contacts in the database.

2. Select an attribute to search within.
3. Type your search here.
4. Click to search.
5. Clear the search.
6. Tick to show newest contacts first.
7. Click to add a new contact.
8. This is the Email address of the contact.
9. This is the First Name of the contact.

10. This is the Last Name of the contact.
11. This is the Company Name for the contact.
12. Click here to delete the contact, once a contact record is deleted all the contacts

history, unsubscribe status and deliverability status will be lost.
13. This shows the number of items over how many pages that have been found, the

maximum we can display is 10,000 records however exporting will always export the
full amount.

14. This is the total number of contact records in the database.
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15. Click here to display any blank email contacts.
16. This allows you to amend the number of items per page.
17. This is your page navigation.
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Audience - Contact Summary TabAudience - Contact Summary Tab
Insight into what the Summary tab has to offer.Insight into what the Summary tab has to offer.

1. The contact record gives you quick information such as the email address, plus the
ability to search for them on Linkedin.

2. The Activity bar shows how active the user has been. These blocks represent the level
of interest shown by each user.

3. Shows topics selected from a preference sector.
4. The delivery status of the user, which enables you to see if they should be receiving

the email. In this instance it's deliverable.
5. The devices that the user uses to open and view their emails.
6. The last five activities that the user has completed within the campaigns.
7. Gives you the opportunity to view more activities by clicking on "more".
8. Allows you to view more email activities and more details about the users activity

such as the browser which they have used to open and complete tasks within the
campaign.
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Page ContinuedPage Continued

1. The list displays the last 5 campaigns sent to the user
2. Additional information takes you direct to the Personal tab (This will be discussed in

the next chapter)
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Audience - Contact Personal TabAudience - Contact Personal Tab
Contact and Company DetailsContact and Company Details

1. This is where the contacts email is stored.
2. Title, first name and last name is defined here. These will define the custom links

Title, Firstname and Lastname.
3. These address parameters store the contacts physical address.
4. The contacts phone details are stored here.
5. Basic company information is stored here.
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Custom and System DetailsCustom and System Details

1. Any custom fields are defined here. These can be added manually or via a CSV
import.

2. This is the numerical ID given to each contact in the system
3. This is the number of times the contact has soft bounced. When this hits 5, it is reset

to 0 and CRM_Undeliverable becomes true.
4. This defines whether the contact can receive any emails. The fields can be defined,

but they are usually Y/N or True/False.
5. This is information provided by a CRM system when integrated with CommuniGator.
6. The OptIn field is used for unsubscribes. The parameters are defined by the account

(Tools -> Unsubscribe).
7. The confirmed opt in field. Has the contact confirmed to recieving your

communications.
8. SendHTML defines whether a contact can receive HTML emails. Should this option be

set to 0, they will only receive text emails, whereas 1 will send an HTML email with
the text version hidden behind in case their server chooses to hide HTML.

9. This is the section that WOW uses if integrated with CommuniGator.
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Audience - Contact History TabAudience - Contact History Tab

Step one enter the contact section under the audience tab on the start screen in
Communigator

See the historic record of the campaigns that have beenSee the historic record of the campaigns that have been
actioned by that particular contactactioned by that particular contact

1. See details, such as Campaign Name, Display Name and MailSubject of the campaign
where the action took place as well as the date and time.

2. View a copy of the original email.
3. View all activities to see the specific actions taken by the individual.
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View the specific activities taken by the contactView the specific activities taken by the contact

1. See the actions that took place the date and time and the campaign details.
2. See the device or web browser used when taking action on the campaign.
3. Go back to view the historic record of the campaigns.
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Audience - Contact Notes TabAudience - Contact Notes Tab

Adding notes to a Contact record

Add your noteAdd your note

1. Add your note

Note DetailsNote Details
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1. Enter your text
2. Add the note

Notes listNotes list

1. Note has been added to the contact
2. Save the contact record
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GroupsGroups
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Audience - Groups TabAudience - Groups Tab

This where all your Groups live you can move items into folders to help keep your Groups
tidy.

Audience - GroupsAudience - Groups

1. Audience Tab
2. Groups

GroupsGroups
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1. This option will hide or show the folder tree.
2. This is your folder tree.
3. Click here to add a new Group.
4. Click here to use the filter search option.
5. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
6. Clicking a letter will show you all Groups that start with that letter.
7. These are the tick boxes for selecting multiple Groups at once when moving them to

different folders.
8. This is the name of the Group.
9. This is the description of the Group, the description is not searchable but can still be

useful.
10. This is the date the Group was created.
11. Click here to delete the Group, this will NOT delete the contacts from the database.
12. This is your Group pages navigation.
13. You can select the number of items to show per page.
14. This shows how many items are in the folder that you are currently in and over how

many pages.
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Creating a Double Metric GroupCreating a Double Metric Group
Adding a New GroupAdding a New Group

1. Audience Tab 'Groups'
2. Add New Group
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1. Add Group Name
2. Create New Group

Adding your First RuleAdding your First Rule

1. Add rule. This will bring up the Rule pop-up box.

The Rules Setup Pop-upThe Rules Setup Pop-up

1. Rule Type - this example we have 'Campaign Rule'
2. Action - this example we have 'Opened Email'
3. Add Rule
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A completed ruleA completed rule

1. The completed rule
2. The count of contacts that hit the rule conditions
3. A rule can be changed at any time by pressing the edit pencil
4. You can delete a rule using the delete button

Now repeat the add rule process to add a second, third, fourth or even fifth rule. A rule can be
changed at any time by pressing the pencil shown in the left.

The type of different rules that you can get:

• Campaign Rule - actions from campaigns
• Contact Rule - contact records - example country 'is equal to' United Kingdom
• Survey Rule - list of people who have answered a survey question in a particular way.
• Lead Score Rule - GatorMail Lead Score (Red Hot, Warm, Mild, Cold)
• Event Rule - actions from event (Booked)
• Article Rule - list of people who have received a certain article.

And/Or ConditionAnd/Or Condition

1. Finally once all the rules have been added make sure your operators or conditions
have been set up correctly. Using 'and' will ensure that both criteria need to be
matched for a contact to be included in the group. Using 'or' will mean that a contact
simply need to match one of the criteria to be included.
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Import CSVImport CSV
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Audience - Import CSV TabAudience - Import CSV Tab

This is where you can import a new CSV and see a list of past CSV imports.

Audience - Import CSVAudience - Import CSV

1. Audience Tab
2. Import CSV

Import CSVImport CSV

1. Click here to add a start a CSV Import.
2. Click here to use the filter search option.
3. Click here to remove the filter/search you applied.
4. Clicking a letter will show you all CSV Imports that start with that letter.
5. This is the name of the CSV Import.
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6. This is the date the CSV Import was created.
7. This is the status of the import.
8. This is total number of rows detected on the CSV file being imported.
9. This is the number of new contact records inserted into the database. If a contact on

the CSV is a new contact to the products database, it will insert a new record.
10. This is the number of contact records in the products database that have been

updated. If a contact on the CSV is an existing contact, then their contact record will
be updated.

11. This is the number of duplicate rows (based on your accounts unique identifier,
usually EmailLogin) found within the CSV, only one row is uploaded into the product.

12. This is the number of errors within the CSV upload, these are rows that cannot be
processed due to a problem within the row. Clicking on the number will export to
excel a list of which rows and the reason for the error.

13. Click this to stop the CSV Import.
14. Click here to delete the CSV Import, this will NOT remove the contacts from the

database or undo any updates the import made, it just removes the record of the
import.

15. Click here to export the CSV.
16. This is your CSV Import pages navigation.
17. You can select the number of items to show per page.
18. This shows how many items are in the folder that you are currently in and over how

many pages.
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Audience How To...Audience How To...
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How Do I Manually Unsubscribe a Contact?How Do I Manually Unsubscribe a Contact?

If a contact has emailed you to say that they wish to unsubscribe there are a number of
ways you can mark them as unsubscribed.

The easiest is if they have replied to your email and it is below you can click on the
Unsubscribe Link within their Email and it will unsubscribe them.

Check your Unsubscribe ValuesCheck your Unsubscribe Values

To check the unsubscribe values click:

1. Tools
2. Unsubscribe
3. Then on the name of the unsubscribe you have attached to the campaign.
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Viewing your Unsubscribe ValuesViewing your Unsubscribe Values

Note down:

1. The Unsubscribe field being used.
2. The Opt Out value

Finding the Contact's Record to updateFinding the Contact's Record to update

1. Click Audience
2. Select Contacts
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3. Choose EMailLogin from the Search Attribute drop down.
4. Type in the email address you wish to Unsubscribe.
5. Hit Search

Once found click on the Email Address of the Contact to open up the contacts record.

Updating the Contact's RecordUpdating the Contact's Record

1. Click on the Personal tab
2. Update the Unsubscribe Field with your Opt Out value
3. Click save at the top to save the changes you have made.
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How to Import a CSVHow to Import a CSV

If you are not integrated with a CRM then you will need to import contacts to your database
via CSV.

Importing a CSVImporting a CSV

1. Click Audience.
2. Select Import CSV.

Creating a New CSV ImportCreating a New CSV Import

1. Click Import New CSV
2. Give your Import a name
3. Click Add, the screen will then refresh.
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Selecting a CSV fileSelecting a CSV file

1. Click select and browser for the file you wish to upload
2. Upload file.

Mapping the fieldsMapping the fields

In order for the system to import the fields on the CSV you must tell it where to import them to.
So the CSV headers are on the right hand side and the System fields on the left. The Email
Address is always imported into the EmailLogin field.

If you are going to use the same header row on your CSV imports then it would be worth while
entering a Mapping NameMapping Name so that you don't have to pick from the drop downs each time,
however this is not mandatory.
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Importing to a GroupImporting to a Group

The most efficient way to import is to Import to a Group, this means you only have to import
the audience once but you can attach it to as many campaigns as you like.

To import to a group:

1. Select an existing group from the select Group option or create a new group to
import to.

2. If creating a new group to import to then enter the group name (and description if
you wish) and then hit create group.

Once you have created a new group the new group will be automatically selected and you can
click process to finish your Import.

Advanced OptionsAdvanced Options

The advanced options on the CSV are broken into two parts the first is the option to set all the
contacts to either be sent only HTML emails or only Text emails.

The second section gives you more options as to the type of import that you can do.

• Import to GroupImport to Group - this imposts the contacts into the group so that they can be included
in your Audience.

• Import to Group (Exclusion)Import to Group (Exclusion) - This imports the contacts to a group but removes them
from the group you are importing too. Example - you may be emailing a group of people
but want to exclude everyone who has booked your event, therefore you would import
the bookers as an exclusion taking them out of your audience.
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• Direct ImportDirect Import - This import allows you to update contact records only and does not
assign the contacts into a group or audience.

• CSV Import AttributeCSV Import Attribute - With CSV Import Attribute selected you can enter a word or
phrase to create a group for the contacts about to be imported. This can then be used in
Campaign Audience tab when defining the audience selection criteria. If this field is left
blank the contacts will only be imported into the database and not assigned directly to a
Group.

• Campaign AssignmentCampaign Assignment - With the Campaign Assignment selected you can choose a
Campaign from the system. This will automatically assign the contacts about to be
imported to the audience selection criteria of the Campaign. If this field is left blank the
contacts will only be imported into the database and not assigned directly to a
Campaign.

IMPORTANTIMPORTANT: If you encounter any issues uploading your CSV file please contact
support@communigator.co.uk
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How to Include/Exclude an Individual Contact inHow to Include/Exclude an Individual Contact in
a Groupa Group

It is possible to Include/Exclude an existing contact individually to a Group without doing a
CSV Import.

Here are all groups the contact is a member of as a result of manual inclusion or exclusion.

NOTE -NOTE - it does not show groups where the contact is included based on csv imports, rules
or included groups.

Finding a ContactFinding a Contact

1. Click on the Audience Tab along the top tool bar.
2. Select Contacts from the drop down.
3. Search for the contact you wish to add to the group.
4. Once found click on the contacts email to open up the contact record.
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Include/Exclude the ContactInclude/Exclude the Contact

1. Click Groups.
2. Select the Group you would like to Include/Exclude the contact from.
3. Hit Include or Exclude to either add or remove the contact from the selected Group.
4. Don't forget to hit Save
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How to Include/Exclude a Group within anotherHow to Include/Exclude a Group within another
GroupGroup

It is possible to Include/Exclude a Group from within another Group.

Audience - GroupsAudience - Groups

1. Audience Tab
2. Groups
3. Go into the group you wish to edit
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Excluding a GroupExcluding a Group

From Within your Group that is going to be attached to your Audience, select the group you
wish to Exclude from either the drop down or by Clicking Select. Once you have chosen a group
it will appear in the Excluded Groups box.

Note: You can only Exclude a Group that does not have an Inclusion/Exclusion within it.

Including a GroupIncluding a Group

From Within your Group that is going to be attached to your Audience, select the group you
wish to Include from either the drop down or by Clicking Select. Once you have chosen a group
it will appear in the Included Groups box.

Note: You can only Include a Group that does not have an Inclusion/Exclusion within it.
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How to Extract a Group to .csvHow to Extract a Group to .csv

Here you will be able to export an audience group to Excel.

Export a Group to a .csvExport a Group to a .csv

Go to Audience - Groups and select the group you need to export.

1. Once you have opened the group click on refresh in the 'included contacts' section.
(This will include all contacts, whether they are in the included groups section or have
been added by a rule)

2. Click on export, this will then download the .csv for you to open and review
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How to export a list of unsubscribed contactsHow to export a list of unsubscribed contacts
Tools - UnsubscribeTools - Unsubscribe

1. Tools
2. Unsubscribe
3. Select the name of the unsubscribe that is used.

Find out the unsubscribe valueFind out the unsubscribe value
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1. Check the unsubscribe field being used.
2. Take a note of the Opt Out Value.

Audience - ContactsAudience - Contacts

1. Audience
2. Contacts

Export the list of contacts that have unsubscribedExport the list of contacts that have unsubscribed

1. Then select the attribute that was noted in the first step. In this case it was OptIn
2. Enter the Opt Out value that was noted earlier, and press 'Search'
3. Once the results have loaded then click on 'Export to Excel'

Note:Note: When doing this be aware that you could have different unsubscribes setup that could
then use different Opt Out values.
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How to create a group based on rulesHow to create a group based on rules

The group builder allows campaign audiences to be created based on actions carried out by
individuals. You can build a group which contains contacts based on any of the following...

Include or exclude contacts based on Contact data (Contact Rules).

Include or exclude contacts based on Campaign data (Campaign Rules).

Include or exclude contacts based on Survey data (Survey Rules).

Include or exclude contacts based on Lead Score data (Lead Score Rules).

Include or exclude contacts based on Event data (Event Rules)

Include or exclude contacts based on Article data (Article Rules).

Include or exclude contacts based on VCAB data (VCAB Rules).

Include or exclude other groups.

Include or exclude individual contacts into a group.
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Create a RuleCreate a Rule

1. Audience
2. Groups
3. Add New Group
4. Type in the Group Name
5. Create New Group

Contact RuleContact Rule
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A contact rule is based upon information that is held about an individual in the database.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Contact Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select a "Contact Field". This is a list of all the user attributes that are held in the

database. Select the field from which you would like your contact rule based upon.
For example, if you wanted a list of all the people who work in a particular
department, you might select 'PositionInCompany' from this list.

5. Select the "Operator" that you wish to select. The options include 'Is Equal To' 'Is Not
Equal To', etc...

6. Enter the value that you would the contact field searched for. Clicking on the '...' will
display a popup with all of the values from the list. In the example above (Fig. 4), the
search will look for all contacts that have a CompanyName like 'Comm'. This will
mean all people who work for CommuniGator, Communications Limited, Car Share
Commuters etc... will be included in the group.

7. Add

Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...

The rule is then added and the count shows you how many are in the group.

Campaign RuleCampaign Rule
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Add a campaign rule when you would like a list of people who have performed a task, such as,
clicked on a specific website or landing zone.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Campaign Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select the appropriate "Campaign".
5. Date Range, by checking this box it will show an option to enter a date range. (For

example all contacts who opened the selected campaign between 20/08/2013 and
03/09/2013)

6. Select an appropriate "Action" from, Web Hit, File Downloaded, Landing Zone Hit,
Download Document, Unsubscribed, Opened Email, Not opened Email.

7. Add

Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...

Survey RuleSurvey Rule

Add a survey rule when you would like a list of people who have answered a survey question in
a particular way.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Survey Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select the appropriate "Campaign". The screen will automatically refresh, and a list of

surveys associated with the campaign will appear in the Surveys dropdown list.
5. Select the appropriate "Survey". This will populate the Questions dropdown list of all

questions of type, Radio-button, Checkbox, list-box and dropdown list from the
survey.

6. Select the appropriate "Question". This will populate the list of Answers.
7. Select the appropriate "Answer".
8. Add
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Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...

Lead Score RuleLead Score Rule

Add a lead score rule when you would like a list of people who have reached a certain lead
score.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Lead Score Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select the appropriate "Category". The screen will automatically refresh, provide

options to enter the operator and alias.
5. Select the appropriate "Operator". This screen will refresh and provide an option to

enter a value.
6. Select the appropriate "Alias".
7. Add

Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...
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Event RuleEvent Rule

Add a event rule when you would like a list of people who have attended, booked an event.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Event Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select the appropriate "Event". The screen will automatically refresh, provide options

to select the event and action
5. Select the appropriate "Action". This screen will refresh and provide an option to

enter the action value.
6. Select the appropriate "Action Value"
7. Add

Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...
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Article RuleArticle Rule

Add a article rule when you would like a list of people who have received a certain article.

1. Click the "Add Rule" option.
2. Select "Article Rule" from the drop-down menu provided...
3. Enter a "Description". A description will help when understanding the rule's duty.
4. Select the appropriate "Article".
5. Click "Add".

Once a rule is added, it will appear in the manage group screen. The description appears with
the number of contacts to whom the rule applies...
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How to create a group of UnsubscribedHow to create a group of Unsubscribed
contacts and exportcontacts and export

Below shows how to export a list of all the contacts that are currently unsubscribe to a
Excel Worksheet

Find out the unsubscribe valueFind out the unsubscribe value

Go to your Unsubscribe Page.

1. Check the unsubscribe field being used.
2. Take a note of the Opt Out Value.
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Export the list of contacts that have unsubscribedExport the list of contacts that have unsubscribed

1. Audience
2. Groups

Add a New GroupAdd a New Group
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1. Add new group
2. Name your group
3. Create group

Add a New RuleAdd a New Rule

1. Add Rule

Adding a group ruleAdding a group rule

1. Rule type- Contact
2. Give the rule a description
3. Contact field- Optin
4. Operator- Is equal to
5. Type in your opt out value
6. Click Add
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Final StageFinal Stage

1. Click on click to update- this will provide you with all the contacts that are
unsubscribed.

2. Export - this will export all your unsubscribed contacts to Excel.
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How to create a campaign that sends out on aHow to create a campaign that sends out on a
contacts birthday.contacts birthday.

The below article provides a step-by-step guide on how to create a campaign that is
triggered to send out on a contacts birthday. This could also be applied to various different
scenario's such as Anniversaries, Contract Renewals etc.

To achieve this you would need to setup the following:

• A Business Object to have the field required for the trigger (i.e. Date of Birth,
Renewal Date etc.)

• One Group to pull a list of contacts on a daily basis
• Seven Campaigns. One would be required for each day of the week to recur on a

weekly basis

The below example shows how to create a campaign that will send out on a contacts
birthday.

Add a new Business ObjectAdd a new Business Object

1. Go to Tools, Business Objects , Click on Add Attribute
2. Fill in the Attribute Name and the Display Name
3. Select the Data Type relevant to the event, (i.e. Date for a DOB field)
4. Click on Save and Close
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Create the GroupCreate the Group

For this to work you will need to add two contact rules to the group one to match the day and
one to match the month, this way the contact will only appear in the group once a year.

1. Go to Audience, Groups
2. Then select Add New Group
3. Type in the Name and click Add
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Add the first rule to match the DayAdd the first rule to match the Day

1. Click on Add Rule
2. Select Contact Rule
3. Add a Description and select the new Contact field
4. Next select the Operator to be 'Is Equal To'
5. Enter datepart(d,GETDATE())datepart(d,GETDATE()) - This statement will get the contacts where their day

matches today
6. Click Add
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Add the second rule to match the MonthAdd the second rule to match the Month

1. Click on Add Rule
2. Select Contact Rule
3. Add a Description and select the new Contact field
4. Next select the Operator to be 'Is Equal To'
5. Enter datepart(m,GETDATE())datepart(m,GETDATE()) - This statement will get the contacts where their month

matches today
6. Click Add
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Saving the GroupSaving the Group

Once you have added the two rules you need to make sure that the clause used is ANDAND, this can
be selected from the drop down menu as circled. This will then get all of the contacts where
their DOB day and month matches today's date. Once you have setup the rules relevant to
your campaign click save.

Creating the CampaignsCreating the Campaigns

Go to Campaigns and Add a New Campaign.

1. Set the Action Type to Static Recurring - Making sure the Recurrence Interval is set
to 1 week, so it sends on a weekly basis. You can set the 'Don't Send if Received in
the Last:' to 51 weeks, just to make sure they are not sent again within the same year.

2. You will need to make sure that the End Date is set far enough in the future so that
the Campaign sends all year round.
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3. You will need to add the new Group to the Audience and set the rest of the Campaign
up as normal. (Entering the Alias, Reply-To, Attach the email etc)

Once you have done the first campaign and saved it you will then need to create another six
campaigns so you have one for each day of the week. You can then copy the first one you have
made but just make sure that you have the correct email design attached and most importantly
change the start date to correspond to the correct day, so the campaign send on the right day.
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